We present a visualization system for analyzing stochastic particle trajectory ensembles, resulting from Kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations on charge transport in organic solar cells. The system supports the analysis of such trajectories in relation to complex material morphologies. It supports the inspection of individual trajectories or the entire ensemble on different levels of abstraction. Characteristic measures quantify the efficiency of the charge transport. Hence, our system led to better understanding of ensemble trajectories by: (i) Capturing individual trajectory behavior and providing an ensemble overview; (ii) Enabling exploration through linked interaction between 3D representations and plots of characteristics measures; (iii) Discovering potential traps in the material morphology; (iv) Studying preferential paths. The visualization system became a central part of the research process. As such, it continuously develops further along with the development of new hypothesis and questions from the application. Findings derived from the first visualizations, e.g., new efficiency measures, became new features of the system. Most of these features arose from discussions combining the data-perspective view from visualization with the physical background knowledge of the underlying processes. While our system has been built for a specific application, the concepts translate to data sets for other stochastic particle simulations.
Introduction
In the quest to tap renewable energies, the development of organic solar cells plays an important role as they can be manufactured in high throughput at low prices. Additionally, the flexibility of these cells offers many benefits compared to conventional solar cells. Unfortunately, despite organic solar cells are already used in a few commercial products, their comparably low efficiency currently forbids a wide-spread use.
The efficiency of an organic solar cell is directly related to its molecular structure, which is usually formed by two aggregations of molecules (donor and acceptor) that are sandwiched between two electrodes. When photon absorption occurs it leads to the formation of excitons (electron-hole pairs), which are transported to the electrodes, whereby the donor transports the holes and the acceptor the electrons. The time to reach the electrodes is determined by the molecular structure of the donor as well as the acceptor, and inversely proportional to the efficiency of the cell. Thus, to improve the efficiency of organic solar cells, it is mandatory that the underlying physical principles regarding charge transport are better understood, and that an optimal molecular structure can be predicted. Kinetic Monte-Carlo simulation is a tool frequently used in this context to better understand the behavior of charge transport, by establishing a relation between the material structure and a solar cell's properties [1] [2] [3] . By simulating a multitude of charges traversing the sandwiched region large charge-transport trajectory ensembles are obtained. Understanding of these charge-transport trajectory ensembles and their connection to the molecular structure is key to be able to design more efficient organic solar cells [4] .
In this paper, we propose an analysis system composed of a set of linked spatial visualizations together with plots of structure-aware trajectory measures. The structure of the data is similar to trajectories resulting from tracking of movement data and thus the exploration concepts are similar. However, an efficient exploration system requires a configuration targeted specifically toward the needs of the application. Accordingly, novel concepts were also needed for the proposed system. A central requirement for the charge trajectory analysis is relating the stochastic microscopic data to macroscopic efficiency measures. To achieve this, the concept of charge-flow lines has been introduced. They mimic the macro-level behavior of charges resulting in typical flow descriptors as flow direction and velocity. The morphology of the solar cell under investigation serves as context. Thus, within this paper, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a set of linked visualization techniques that enable the investigation of dense charge-transport trajectory ensembles by exploiting trajectory abstraction and relating trajectories to a solar cell's morphology.
•
We propose novel geometric measures to analyze the efficiency of individual trajectories and trajectory ensembles based on the concept of charge flow lines.
We discuss how these components are integrated into a single visualization framework, which supports domain experts when visually analyzing organic solar cell simulations.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we briefly describe the application background and describe the visual analysis tasks we have identified as being essential when exploring the data at hand. In Section 2, we summarize the most important recent work that inspired the development of our framework. Section 3 starts with an overview of the proposed visualization framework, and introduces the applied visualizations and the novel efficiency measures. In Section 4, we describe the technical details. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework we apply it to simulation results with different levels of complexity, with respect to the underlying physical model, and discuss the findings made in Section 5. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 6.
Application Task Characterization
In the following, we will describe how the visual analysis tasks have been developed since they play a central role for the configuration of the system. The overall goal has been to gain a deeper understanding of the process of charge transport based on the simulation results. However, as it is often the case when scientists look at their data for the first time, there were no clear questions to start from and the analysis has been driven by the question: 'Let's see what we will find.' More specific tasks have then been gradually identified within a close collaboration between visualization experts and theoretical physicists who perform the simulations. The visualization system has been developing continuously by new hypotheses that have been developed during the visual exploration, see Figure 1 .
The first task, which we call the Overall Efficiency (OE), aims to give an overview of the data in its most original form. This means displaying the trajectory ensemble as a whole and allow simple interaction to inspire new questions to guide the further development of the system. This matches the visual-information seeking mantra: Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand. During the configuration of the system the visualization tasks have been shifting more and more from a microscopic to a macroscopic view. This reflects a generalization of the questions starting from the modeling perspective on the quantum mechanical level to questions related to large-scale properties as the efficiency of the probe. The macroscopic view has to a large extend been new to the physicists and triggered many new ideas for the design of the simulation. Understanding of the interaction between the scales is what finally paves the way for the further development of the technology. The visualization system has become an essential part of the scientific process in the applications and the specific tasks toward the system have been developing continuously. New hypotheses that are developed during the visual exploration trigger new tasks and new visualization methods as specific efficiency measures used for statistical plots and line abstraction.
The pertinent questions that arose during the development of the system can be summarized as follows. Morphology Efficiency (ME): Understand the general distribution of charges and the impact of the morphology geometry on the distribution and the transport properties. Thereby the individual trajectories have not been considered as very interesting. Charge Interaction (CI): A complementary question is the role of charge interactions for the charge transport. These questions involve the inspection of individual charge pair trajectories but also the morphology and especially the material interface as context. For these questions the fully detailed trajectories hide the trends of the transport and there is a demand for abstraction and macroscopic views and measures to quantify the efficiency. Simulation Evaluation (SE): Orthogonal to the questions targeting toward understanding the underlying physics, is the evaluation of the performance of the simulation and its parameter settings. Therefore it is important to easily inspect the plausibility of the results and identify outliers. For this purpose almost all proposed visualizations are useful whereby simple geometric settings are of advantage.
The derived tasks suggest the employment of a two-dimensional visualization parameter space. One dimension pertains to the level of detail and abstraction ranging from a micro-level to a macro-level view. The second dimension relates to the number of trajectories that are investigated ranging from the entire ensemble to single trajectory analysis. We divide the parameter space into four quadrants as illustrated in Figure 2 . The proposed methods and derived task are placed into this space to provide an overview.
Organic Solar Cell Design
To understand the benefits of the proposed visual analysis framework, some information regarding the application background needs to be provided first. The efficiency of an organic solar cell is determined by the efficiency of the different steps from photon absorption to charge collection. As these are directly related to the structure, different structures for such cells have been investigated. The simplest consisting of a layer of an organic semiconductor between two electrodes. However, the performance of a cell can be improved by having two layers of organic materials: the donor and the acceptor [5] (see Figure 3a ,b). In a working solar cell, photons are absorbed generating excitons, which then diffuse toward the interface as illustrated in Figure 3a ,b and form a charge transfer (CT) state. The CT states then split into free electrons and holes that can be collected at the electrodes. While Figure 3a shows this case for a single exciton, Figure 3b illustrates the existence of two excitons. After the charge carriers are freed, they may still move back to the interface and recombine. Here, two types of recombination can occur: geminate and nongeminate. Geminate recombination is when two charge carriers resulting from the absorption of the same photon recombine. Nongeminate recombination occurs when two free charge carriers originating from different photons recombine with each other at the interface. The morphology of the donor-acceptor interface in an organic solar cell has a large impact on the efficiency of the solar cell. Excitons can only diffuse 10 nm before decaying, so the donor and acceptor should be sufficiently mixed, as otherwise the excitons could not reach the interface before decaying. An example of a more complex morphology is illustrated in Figure 3c ,d. However, once separated, the charge carriers need pathways to their respective electrodes. If, for example, an electron is in an acceptor domain that is completely surrounded by the donor, there is no path for the electron to travel to the electrode. Consequently, it is important to establish a morphology-efficiency relationship and determine for instance how the domain size and tortuosity influence the different processes, such as transport of the exciton, dissociation of the CT, and free charge carriers transport.
Context
Because of the amorphous nature of the material and the probabilistic nature of the competitive processes at play in a solar cell, stochastic methods such as the Monte-Carlo approach are applied. In our setup, a kinetic Monte-Carlo code is used where the hoping rates are calculated based on the Marcus Equation [6] using a multi-scale approach [1, 2] . Based on the simulation parameters, these simulations result in a variety of data, whereby we focus on the analysis of the trajectory ensembles in combination with the morphology data. The trajectories are realizations of possible charge propagations based on a physically accurate transition probability from molecule to molecule. Each trajectory represents a sequence of discrete positions associated with one specific molecule and an associated dwell time. Along a trajectory, charges jump back and forth and may be trapped in some regions due to multiple physical fields interacting with the charges. To get a representative description of the charge movement an ensemble of trajectory-pairs representing one CT is computed, whereby each trajectory of the ensemble is represented as a discrete series of molecule identifiers and the dwell time at the respective molecule. All trajectories of one ensemble start at the same position. Thus, trajectories usually do not represent shortest paths within the constraints of the morphology. The morphology of the material consists of two materials, the acceptor and the donor material. It is represented as a volumetric data set generated by an ergodic process, whereby binary values (donor = 1, acceptor = 0) are used to mask the voxels. We use a color scheme assigning red to donor material and trajectories and blue to acceptor material and trajectories for all visualizations.
Some Details about the Data
The data is a result of a kinetic Monte-Carlo simulation consisting of two parts: the geometry information of the material morphology and the charge trajectories. The morphology is represented as a volumetric data set, where each voxel encodes the material type, acceptor or donor, as a binary value. The interface between the acceptor and the donor is presented by an isosurface for the isovalue of 0.5. The morphology serves as a container for the donor and acceptor molecules. In the setting of our simulations the molecules are placed on a regular grid thus corresponding to the morphology data set. The morphology is the most important context information for the trajectories. For all visualizations we use a color schema assigning blue to donor material and electron trajectories and red to acceptor material and whole trajectories, if not stated differently.
The charges are always attached to one molecule. The transport is modeled as a probabilistic process for charges hopping from one molecule to the next according to a quantum-mechanical transition probability. Each charge trajectory thus consists of a series of molecule-IDs augmented with information such as dwell time and the type of the charge (electron or hole). Since the trajectories represent a stochastic process they are not smooth. Often, charges hop frequently back and forth between neighboring molecules. Each simulation run represents one possible path of a charge pair, a hole and an electron, which influence each other. The initial configuration for all trajectories of the entire ensemble are the same. This concerns the initial position of the charge pair and the morphology. The simulation assumes periodic boundary conditions, meaning a charge leaving the volume on one side will enter it again on the opposite side.
Related Work
In the following, we summarize previous work that is mostly related to our work. Thereby we focus on (i) previous visualization systems developed for similar applications in solar cell design; (ii) visualization and analysis of trajectory and movement data; (iii) rendering methods for lines; (iv) related ensemble visualization; and (v) efficiency measures for stochastic particle movements.
(i) Related applications. The work most closely related to our visualization system is the work by Aboulhassan et al. [7] . They are concerned with the same application, the design of efficient organic solar cells and the task of exploring the efficiency of the charge transport. However, from a data perspective of the system it differs a lot from our work. Their system has been designed to explore structural characteristics of the morphology [8] while we focus on the explicit charge trajectories resulting from a Monte-Carlo simulation. Therefore, they propose a topological approach for the simplification of the morphology and distill a geometric backbone as simplification of the complex structure. Geometric bottlenecks for the charge transport are extracted from the backbone. Previously, the same authors developed a system for visual design of solar cell crystal structures [9] . To analyze these structures, the user can exploit semantic rules to define clusters of atoms with certain geometric properties. While the idea of knowledge-assisted exploration plays also an important role in our system, we focus on the exploration of the charge trajectories, which is a complementary task. Accordingly, we also do not discuss molecular visualization techniques, which would be required to explore the actual solar cell structure. Instead we refer to the recent state-of-the-art report by Kozlikova et al. [10] , which covers most relevant techniques.
(ii) Analysis and visualization of trajectory and movement data. The analysis of trajectories is also a central task when dealing with motion tracking and movement data. Even though the applications are very different the data structure has some similarities. In both cases one deals with a large numbers of trajectories that are not smooth and allow crossings. Some challenges related to overplotting and clutter are similar. In an overview article about visual analytics of movement by Andrienko et al. [11, 12] they classify the related work into four categories: Looking at trajectories, looking inside trajectories, bird's-eye view on movement, and investigating movement in context. These categories are also related to our parametrization of the visualization space. However, there are also some essential differences. The charge trajectories are three-dimensional and thus cannot easily be embedded in two-dimensional map representations. There are no interactions between trajectories for different ensemble members and the movements of the charges has a stochastic character. Therefore, filtering and efficiency measures are in general not transferable.
(iii) Trajectory visualization. Our application deals with a vast amount of trajectories, which need to be explored within the morphological context. Therefore, effective visualization of dense line sets is important. Several approaches to tackle similar problems have been developed for flow data or in medical context for fiber visualization. A typical approach is focus and context technique that enables an occlusion-free view into the trajectories, such that the trajectory under investigation becomes visible. An early work using this concept for flow data visualization has been presented by Doleisch et al. [13] . Flow features in focus are emphasized whereas the rest of the data are shown as context. Gasteiger et al. [14] applied the idea for the visualization of blood flow data. The focus and context technique employed by our system has been inspired by these approaches, whereby the morphology of the solar cell provides the context. Besides an occlusion-free view, an unambiguous perception of the visualized trajectories is important. There exist many approaches for rendering of large sets of lines. Much effort has been put on improving the spatial perception of occluding and overlapping lines. One way to approach this problem is to use illuminated lines [15, 16] . Applying tubes or other geometries for the line rendering allows for more advanced methods. Techniques have been proposed reaching from the use of halos, ambient occlusion and the use of smart transparency. Such methods have been combined for enhanced molecular visualization by Tarini et al. [17] . Techniques exploiting halos have been frequently applied for the rendering of fibers in the medical field [18] [19] [20] [21] . Schröder et al. [22] enhance illuminated lines with ambient occlusion in combination with transparency and halos to achieve a good depth perception and thus improve the visual quality of dense integral line rendering. A further trend to enhance the expressiveness of renderings in the use of illustrative visualizations. An overview of related methods for flow visualization is presented by Brambilla et al. [23] . To convey information about local flow properties, Everts et al. [24] proposed to augment flow lines with strips. We adopted this method for the visualization of properties of the charge flow lines derived from the charge trajectories. Another way to deal with large set of lines is to use filtering methods using line predicates as proposed by Salzbrunn et al. [25] . Most of the above described methods are however not appropriate for the rendering of the original charge trajectories, which are stochastic in their nature and non-smooth. Charges are hopping back and forth frequently between same spots, whereby the individual hops are not of particular interest in contrast to the dwell time in certain regions. A method that is well suited to highlight regions where the charges preferably stay is the method of trajectory density projection for vector field visualization by Kuhn et al. [26] . This is an efficient approach for large amount of trajectories reducing the clutter and occlusion due to the number of curves exploiting capabilities of modern graphics hardware. The rendering results in images giving a good impression of the distribution and density of trajectories. To combine the rendering of our charge flow lines, which are explicit geometry with the density distribution volume data, we intended to adopt an approach by Lindholm et al. [27] . They propose a hybrid data visualization method based on a depth complexity histogram analysis. But for sake of simplicity we used approach by Henning [28] since we assumed the geometry of charge flow lines to be opaque.
(iv) Ensemble visualization. An important aspect of our application is the interplay between the ensemble of trajectories and the individual lines. Ensembles receive more and more attention in the field of visualization, which is especially challenging for vector data. Typical visualizations are a combination of spaghetti plots of lines with appropriate statistical plots. Examples from the field of weather forecast can be found in Sanyal et al. [29] or Wilson et al. [30] . Ferstl et al. [31] use a clustering of flow lines, which are then visualized using variability plots representing the distribution of each cluster. These variability plots have some similarity with our charge coverage visualization.
(v) Efficiency measures. For the analysis and characterization of complex trajectories diverse measures have been used. Bos et al. [32] introduced angular statistics to reflect the multi-scale dynamics of pathlines in turbulent flows. Their measure reflects the multi-scale dynamics of high-Reynolds number turbulence. Savage et al. [33] also use an angular measure to characterize the diffusion process of charges in context with the analysis of perfluorosulfonic acid membranes. They investigate the caging effect of water and the hydrophobic moieties on the motion of the excess proton. In their method, they consider the relative angle between the vectors of motion for two successive time intervals as a probe of the directional changes in the diffusion process. Burov et al. [34] analyze random walks considering the distribution of relative angles of motion between successive time intervals, which provides information about the underlying stochastic processes. Some of these measures are related to our transport efficiency measures; however, none fits our setting of charges moving within a discrete regular grid within a constrained geometry. Instead of analyzing angles on multiple scales, we consider the effective distance and velocity of the charges on multiple scales.
Trajectory Exploration Framework
To explore the data on all levels, we have designed a framework that combines multiple spatial views on different levels of abstraction with statistical plots. It enables selection of trajectories and a detailed inspection of those. It allows to explore the data starting with overview representations and drilling down to more detailed visualizations in both dimensions of the visualization parameter space: moving from ensembles to individual trajectories and from macro-level to micro-level views. Thereby, we exploit typical visualization concepts like multiple linked views, focus and context visualization and brushing and linking. Figure 4 shows an example screen shot of the proposed system. In the following we first describe the various spatial views Section 3.1 then we discus the set of plots and efficiency measures that have been introduced Section 3.2.
Spatial Views
For each quadrant of the visualization parameter space a set of spatial visualizations are provided, which are described briefly in the following. For all visualization one can chose between the original simulation volume or an expended volume respecting the periodic boundary conditions unfolding the trajectories, see Figure 5 . To encode the temporal aspect of the data we use color or animation, steered by a time slider. Figure 5 . This visualization suffers heavily from over-plotting and is mostly useful for debugging purposes. However, it allows the domain scientists to quickly grasp the transport activity of charges in a material and has been used frequently to get a first impression of the data and its correctness.
Quadrant II: Ensemble Visualization, Macroscopic View
From an macroscopic ensemble perspective, Figure 6a , often the trajectory details are not of much interest. In that case, it makes sense to switch to the macroscopic view. It only displays the density distribution and the coverage of all trajectories highlighting regions in the morphology where the charges dwell for a longer time. We provide thereby two options for trajectory rendering. The charge coverage volume focuses on displaying coverage by generating a volume representing the frequency of charge-visits for each location in the morphology, see Figure 10a . The trajectory density projection [26] accumulates transparent slightly smoothed trajectories in one image, see Figure 10b for a simple morphology and Figure 13c for a complex morphology. These renderings allow conclusions about the transport efficiency with respect to the morphology and the detection of possible traps.
Quadrant III and IV: Inspection of Individual Trajectories
When exploring a few selected trajectories, Figure 6b ,d-h, the context is not only given by the morphology but can also include the entire ensemble. Moving from microscopic to macroscopic view can be considered as a smooth transition from the stochastic data to smooth lines. For all these visualizations we consider pairs of trajectories consisting of an electron and a hole. They can influence each other and should always be inspected jointly. Thereby the lowest level of abstraction is the direct representation of the trajectory data. It renders every charge jump from one molecule to the next. The resulting trajectories are aligned to the grid structure defined by the molecular structure, Figure 6d . On the other end of the scale one can either look at the charge coverage volume for the selected trajectory or a gradual simplification of the trajectory. Due to the strong stochastic character of the trajectories, simple Gaussian smoothing does not give the desired results. Therefore, we introduced flow lines capturing the trend of the large-scale movement. Flow lines are motivated by the transition from the Brownian motion of water molecules to a continuous flow description. The detailed construction of the lines will be described in Section 4.1.
For any simplification level one can chose between tube and ribbon rendering. For a higher level of abstractions the lines can also be augmented with derived attributes emphasizing the large scale flow properties like velocity and flow direction, which are not well defined for the original data. For their visualization color, textures and arrows are used. The effective velocity is encoded using stripe patterns displaying equal time intervals. 
Statistical Plots and Efficiency Measures
The plots represent characteristic measures relevant for the assessment of the simulation data. They serve as a basis for the interaction and filtering of the data and are linked to the spatial renderings. Thereby trajectories of interest can be selected in the plots as well as in the spatial representations. As for the spatial plots we always consider a pair of electron and hole. To be able to distinguish the different charge types we assign positive values to electron-related measures and negative values to hole-related measures. Trajectory plots associate characteristic measures to the trajectories. The x-axis represents the straightened charge trajectories (hop-id or time), e.g., Figure 11a Essential for the effectiveness of the statistical plots are the attributes that are displayed. Therefore, much emphasis has been put on the design of expressive measures for the efficiency of the charge transport. The derivation of the measures described below, has already been a result of the first visual exploration of the data in close collaboration with the physicists. The goal of the measures is to get a qualitative impression of the efficiency of the charge transport from creation to collection at the electrodes. The measures can be related to (i) individual trajectories, (ii) charge pairs, or (iii) the morphology. All measures can be explored on an ensemble or single trajectory basis.
(i) Trajectory-based measures
These measures have the purpose to equip the macro-level charge flow lines with measures that are commonly related to flow. A central measure is the effective velocity, which describes the macro-level charge velocity. The measures can be adapted to the chosen level of detail via a scale parameter r. The unit for r is intermolecular distance.
• Escape time t e (M i , r). The escape time t e (M i , r) of a charge from molecule M i with respect to scale r is defined as the time the charge needs to leave the r-neighborhood of the molecule, see Figure 8c . It is high in regions where the charge is trapped for a longer time. The dwell time at a molecule corresponds to the escape time for r = 1.
• Effective velocity v e (M i , r). The effective velocity v e (M i , r) = r/t e (M i , r) is directly related to the escape time. Low velocity hints at low efficiency in the charge transport, this can be due to traps in the morphology or a strong inter charge interaction.
• Effective distance traveled d eff (t)-The effective distance is the Euclidean distance of the current charge position to the start position as function of time. This measure is related to the escape time but allows a stronger focus on the geometry of the trajectory.
• Tortuosity T(t)-Tortuosity sets the actual path length l(t) of the trajectory in relation to the effective distance traveled T(t) = l(t)/d eff (t).
(
ii) Charge pair related measures
The morphology of the material is not the only critical aspect for the efficiency of the charge transport. There is also a strong interaction between individual charge pairs influencing their transport. If charge pairs come very close to each other, this comprises the risk of recombination, which means that the charge is lost for the entire process.
• Pair distance d p (t)-This distance measure keeps track of the Euclidean distance of a hole and an electron created in one CT state. In the optimal case this would be a monotonously increasing function of time.
• Minimal distance to charge of other kind d pmin (t)-In the case of multiple CT states a recombination is not only possible with the own 'partner' (geminate recombination) but with all charges of the complementary type (nongeminate recombination). In this way it is a generalization of d p .
• Minimal distance to charge of same kind d min -Charges of the same type interact with each other and can thus reduce the effective transport. This measure gives an overview over the distribution of the charges within the material. Charges of the same type interact with each other and can thus reduce the effective transport. This measure gives an overview over the distribution of the charges within the material.
(iii) Morphology related measures
The morphology is a critical parameter for the design of the solar cells. While a large interfacing surface is advantageous for the creation of CT states, a complex morphology can crate traps for the charge transport.
• Distance to interface d inter f ace (M i )-This distance is the shortest distance of molecule M i to the material interface. It is computed once for each morphology. As distance metric we use a Manhattan metric following the molecular grid structure. Thus the distance roughly corresponds to the minimal number of charge transitions necessary to reach the interface. Since recombination of charges only happens at the material interface it is favorable that the charges keep a certain distance to the interface.
• Morphology Composition plots-Through these plots the morphology composition (acceptor-donor ratio) can be investigated. It displays the acceptor-donor material ratio in the neighborhood surrounding a charge. For a single trajectory, the ratio is plotted for the entire transportation ( Figure 7b ). For ensembles, the morphology ratio at a specific time (Figure 7c ) is plotted. The acceptor-donor ratio is computed for a spherical region. The spherical region is divided into eight octants illustrating the distribution in each octant. (Figure 7d ). 
Technical Details
In this section we summarize few technical details that are necessary for the implementation and rendering of flow lines.
Charge Flow Lines
As the trajectories are the result from a Monte-Carlo simulation of charges jumping between discrete locations they are bound to the grid of the molecular structure and are very tortuous at the same time (Figure 8a ). To get a better impression of the trend of the trajectories we propose two different approaches for simplification: smoothing and charge flow lines.
Trajectory smoothing corresponds to a simple Gaussian smoothing taking only every n-th sampling position into account. The parameter n can be interactively adjusted, which is especially useful for the density projection rendering where we typically used a value of n = 4. Gaussian smoothing mostly improves the rendering results; however, it is not suitable to highlight macroscopic flow properties as effective charge velocity. Since the complexity of the trajectories changes considerably along the trajectory no global smoothing factor would lead to satisfactory results. Therefore we introduced the notion of flow lines to convey the trend of the movement of the charge. It is defined on various abstraction levels, expressed by a scale factor r. The generation of flow lines can be interpreted in analogy to the transition of the stochastic Brownian movement of molecules in a flow and the macro-level description as a smooth line with direction and velocity. To generate a flow line the trajectory is sub-sampled ignoring all transitions within a sphere of radius r, compare Figure 8b . The time the charge needs to escape the sphere defines its effective velocity on the abstraction level r. The radius r is defined in units of the molecular grid cell size. As described above, the charge flow lines are rendered as solid lines with arrows encoding the direction of movement. An example of different abstraction levels for one charge trajectory is shown in Figure 8 . The local trajectory complexity is reflected by its tortuosity and is also an important indicator for local transport efficiency.
Ribbon Computation
We use ribbons mostly for the representation of trends in the movement of charges based on the concept of flow lines introduced above. The ribbon computation uses a moving frame of reference for the flow lines, see Figure 9e ,f. This frame is determined by its tangent, its normal, and its binormal. The normalized tangent t i = (P i − P i−1 )/|P i − P i−1 | is approximated by the direction of the line segment. To obtain a stable normal computation, especially in region with low curvature, we introduce a weighted normal propagation
The weight |t i × t i−1 | is a measure for the stability of the normal. If it is close to 1 the previous normal has no influence, if it is close to zero (t i is parallel to t i−1 ) the previous normal is propagated. For placement of ribbon arrows we compute the curvature of the line and the high curvature segments are filtered out. Figure 9d ,g,h, shows ribbon arrow segments that are placed using this approach. Figure 9 . Top row illustrates various single trajectory representations on a synthetic data. Velocity is color mapped. Bottom row represents ribbon representation, which uses desired curvature range for placement of arrows and co-ordinate frame correction applied.
Use Cases
The visualization system became an integral part in the research project for organic solar cell design and the understanding of charge transport in complex materials. Typical for basic research projects is that questions and new tasks are developing at the same pace as getting new insights and answers. For that reason, there are only few tasks that are frequently performed in exactly the same way. In the following we describe two scenarios, in which the system has be used and insights that have been derived. We put the tasks into the context of the task classification introduced in Section 1.1. We start with a simple setting focusing on the simulation evaluation (Task SE). To illustrate scenarios where the exploration is driven by a domain specific task with the goal of gaining new insight (Tasks OE, CI and ME) we consider a more complex setting using a complex morphology. For all visualizations we use color-coding of red for acceptor and blue for donor material, the interface between the two regions is rendered as a green transparent surface. The observations discussed in the following sections summarize the reasoning of our partners when exploring the data with our system.
Scenario 1-Simple Planar Interface One CT
This scenario refers to a simple planar interface between the donor and acceptor material of the solar cell considering one CT, which corresponds to one charge pair. The ensemble consists of 100 different realizations of charge paths, whereby all paths start at the same location and diffuse toward the electrodes, which are placed on the top and the bottom of the volume. This configuration is of special interest for the evaluation of the simulation correctness and parameter setting (Task SE) since for this simple case there are clear expectations toward the results.
Derived insights: The distribution of the ensembles is expected to be approximately uniform, which is confirmed by the trajectory coverage visualization for the entire ensemble in Figure 10a . The slight variations that are visible in the charge coverage volume are due to the stochastic sampling of the space of possible charge trajectories using 100 realizations. The spheres on the top and bottom of the volume highlight the locations where the charges reach the electrodes, their color displays the time-to-electrode for the respective trajectory. The ensemble density projection shown in Figure 10b allows a more detailed view into the volume highlighting preferred locations. As to expect for this setting, the region exhibiting the highest density is the area of the joint starting point in the center of the image. Figure 10c ,d show one selected trajectory with a long time-to-electrode value. Even though the time the charge needed to get to the electrode is relatively high it is continuously moving in the expected direction and the path and its effective velocity appear plausible. The progression plots shown in Figure 11 confirm these findings. After a short time of strong interaction with the partner charge the charges continuously move toward the electrodes. All plots show that the two charges have a very symmetric behavior. Inspecting selected trajectory. plot (b) and (c) express the long interaction time of the charges until they finally separate and then quickly diffuse toward the electrodes. Plot (a) shows that during the interaction time the charges even visit their initial position again. A qualitatively similar behavior can also be observed for other charge pairs whereas the specific point in time where the charges start traveling independently strongly varies. This can also be seen in the parallel coordinates plot where it seems that there is no clear correlation between the time and the effective distance traveled. However, there is a strong correlation between the distance to the interface and the distance to the other charge. Plot (d) showing the escape time, expresses a general decrease of the escape time over time, which is confirmed in the parallel coordinate plot. The higher escape times at the beginning of the trajectory are a hint that the charge interaction traps the charges and slows their movement down due to attracting forces. All these measures that are represented in the parallel coordinates plot can be used to filter out and explore trajectories of interest. In summary, all the plots and spatial renderings support the reasoning and understanding of the most significant physical effects controlling the efficiency of the transport. For some of the simulation runs a surprising observation has been made in the visualizations of the charge coverage volume. There, charges exhibited a tendency to stick close to the interface for a very long time never reaching the electrodes, Figure 12a . A closer inspection of the trajectories in temporal animations and in flow line representations made clear that this is due to the strong interaction between the charge pairs. The strength of this effect only became aware to the physicist through these visualizations. A similar observation was later also made for the complex morphology, Figure 12b . While it was possible to find an explanation of this effect, it was not expected in this clarity and it motivated us to make changes in the parameter setting for the external field that drives the diffusion process of the charges. This observation also lead to the introduction of a new efficiency measure the 'distance between charge pairs' shown in Figure 11b . These plots show the time it takes for charge pairs to separate and finally take off toward the electrodes. An inspection of the parallel coordinates plot of the efficiency measures also strengthened this explanation and makes it clear that the effect is not related to a long escape time. The interaction between the two charges (donor in blue/acceptor in red) is so strong that they stick together for the entire simulation time. They never reach the electrode. The strength of this effect only became visible to the physicist through these visualizations. This observation led to a reconsideration of several simulation parameters and the introduction of the 'distance between charge pairs' as additional efficiency measure.
Scenario 2-Complex Interface Exploration
The second scenario is an exploration of the results of an ensemble simulation for a complex morphology considering one respective two CTs, which is one respective two charge pairs moving from the start point to the electrodes. The three tasks OE, CI and ME have been driving this exploration. We started the exploration with overview representations, Figure 13 , for the entire ensemble and use one exemplary plot where some trajectories showed a behavior that draws interest. In the second part we explore these trajectories in more detail, Figure 14 .
The collection of the entire ensemble within the morphology is displayed in Figure 13 . The columns give an impression of the temporal evolution of the charge transport. The rows provide different ensemble visualizations for the four time steps. The top row (a) shows the charge coverage volume within the morphological context and the highlighted endpoints of the trajectories colored by time-to-electrode. The second row (b) shows only the trajectories without the morphology. The third row (c) uses the density projection plot highlighting preferred regions for the trajectories. The last row (d) shows the linked plots of the progression of the distance to the interface. They are composed of a summary plot overlying the evolution of the entire ensemble (left) individual trajectories that can be used for selection (right). A vertical line in these plots specifies the selected time step for the respective column.
Derived insights. The volume coverage visualization in row (a) shows that the charge paths of the ensemble are widely distributed within the volume. However, it also can be seen that they preferably move in the right direction, donor (blue) charges upward and acceptors (red) charges downward toward the respective electrode not being dragged in the wrong direction by the morphology, row (b). The locations where the charges reach the electrode do not have any preferred area on the electrode shown by the distribution of the spheres on the electrodes. Also the time-to-electrode value seems not to correlate to the location where the charge reaches the electrode. The density plots in row (c) highlight regions where the charges stay for a longer time. Besides the starting location and the electrodes there are some 'chambers' in the morphology, which show a higher density. The plots give insight into the charge interaction (Task CI) showing the trend that most trajectories initially stay close to the start position for some time until the charges escape the attraction of the partner charge and finally start moving toward the electrodes.
The patterns visible in the other plots are very different as compared to the simple morphology. While the dwell time in the simple morphology decays rapidly, the distribution of the dwell time for the complex topology stays the same for the entire time. The charges interact much longer with each other staying closely together and following similar paths. The escape time shows much higher peaks. A high escape time is a measure for a trapping of the charges. Symmetric behavior to the donor and acceptor hints at trapping due to CT effects and charge interaction. In the cases where we only see high values for one charge, the trapping must be related to other morphology effects.
Individual trajectory inspection-The second part of the exploration was focused on details of the data as required for task CI and ME. Three selected trajectories with peculiar behavior were detected in the effective-distance-travelled plot, Figure 14 . The trajectories are analyzed using one of the trajectory plots. In Figure 14 , time of charge transport is mapped to the x-axis and the distance from the start point of charge transport to the y-axis. Acceptor and donor can be distinguished in all images by the color red and blue respectively. The three rows refer to the three selected trajectories.
Derived insights. The plot gives hint about outlier trajectories and the CT can be examined within this context. Trajectory (1) in Figure 14 has expected charge transport, in contrast to trajectory (2) and (3). In trajectory (2), one of the charge pairs stopped propagation much earlier than the other. In trajectory (3), there was some transport in the beginning of the simulation and the propagation stopped before they started propagating again in the end. This indicates a long pause during the CT. Three selected charge trajectories are analyzed as above using one of the summary plots. Plot uses time of charge transport along x-axis and y-axis as distance from the start point of charge transport (negative distance is used to differential acceptor and donor pairs in red and blue respectively). This measure allows the user to inspect if charge flow digresses. In this case Trajectory 1 wobbles in a small coverage region for some time before they split apart to reach the electrode. Trajectory 2, on the other hand has shorter transport time for the acceptor and longer transport time for the donor. Trajectory 3 jumps rapidly from start to end. Context rendering.
Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a framework for the exploration of ensembles of charge trajectories in the context of material morphology. Our partners have considered all individual visualizations and plots as useful; however, the special merit of the system lies in the combination of the plots and visualizations. This allows us to focus on individual trajectories as well as the ensemble as distribution. Thereby, the distribution gives insight into the overall efficiency of the solar cell design. The exploration of individual trajectories is useful to analyze the effect of the morphology on the charge transport. Many aspects of the data were accessible for the first time to our partners. Most importantly, all the plots and renderings have supported the reasoning about the characteristics of the charge transport in organic solar cells and the performance of the simulation itself. It inspired many vivid discussions, which help to understand the most significant physical effects controlling the efficiency of the transport. In several cases, the findings influenced the next simulation run and the adjustment of the simulation parameters. The discussions also inspired many new ideas for follow-up work. The efficiency measures that are now part of the system have been developed on the basis of the first versions of the visualization system and thus prove the usefulness of the visualization system. In the future will integrate other physical fields involved in the simulation into the exploration framework as context information. It is further planned to extend the system to less regular molecular structures and more diffuse interfaces, which is ongoing work for our collaboration partners. Many of the concepts derived for this application can also be of use for other applications that are concerned with ensembles of stochastic trajectories.
